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Certain information set forth in this presentation may be “forward-looking information.” Except for statements of historical fact, information contained herein may constitute forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance and undue reliance should not be placed on them. Such forward-looking statements necessarily involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties, many of which are and will be described in Smartsheet’s filings with the US Securities and Exchange Commission, and these risks and uncertainties may cause actual performance and financial results in future periods to differ materially from any projections of future performance or results expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. Although forward-looking statements contained herein are based upon what Smartsheet management believes are reasonable assumptions, there can be no assurance that forward-looking statements will prove to be accurate, as actual results and future events could differ materially from those anticipated in such statements. Smartsheet undertakes no obligation to update forward-looking statements except as required by law.

Smartsheet is a registered trademark of Smartsheet Inc. The names and logos of actual companies and products used in this presentation are the trademarks of their respective owners and no endorsement or affiliation is implied by their use.
Learning objectives

1. Use a real-world example to illustrate how Smartsheet core capabilities and premium solutions come together to fuel a product development engine

2. Review all the steps to create a complete workflow in Smartsheet
The problem

“ As Smartsheet grew exponentially, our original mechanisms to track project development and launch programs weren’t sustainable. We needed to be more consistent, we needed to automate manual work—we needed to scale. ”
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Launch Process Solutions

1. Intake form
2. Release Roadmap
3. Scale with Control Center

- Column formulas
- Automation
Control Center is a project & portfolio management solution that builds on the core value of Smartsheet to deliver consistent, visible projects and processes at scale with best practices for work execution, reporting, and risk management built in.
Launch Process Solutions

Intake form → Release Roadmap → Scale with Control Center

- Column formulas
- Automation
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Intake form → Release Roadmap → Scale with Control Center → Launch Plan

- Column formulas
- Automation
Launch Process Solutions

Intake form ➔ Release Roadmap ➔ Scale with Control Center ➔ Launch Plan

Column formulas ➔ DataMesh

Automation
Make it easy to keep your data consistent with DataMesh

Eliminate typos, duplicative data entry, and unnecessary work by mapping data between large sheets and reports.
Launch Process Solutions

Intake form → Release Roadmap → Scale with Control Center → Launch Plan

- Column formulas
- DataMesh
- Automation
Launch Process Solutions

Intake form → Release Roadmap → Scale with Control Center → Launch Plan

Column formulas → DataMesh → Training plan

Automation
Demo
Additional resources

1. **ENGAGE Brain Boost Control Center**
2. **ENGAGE Brain Boost Automation**
3. **Community**
   What are you [building in Smartsheet](https://www.smartsheet.com)?
Thank you